Pelco Introduces the Large Capacity Astro-Brac Atlas

The Most Versatile Traffic Mounting System Available... Now More Versatile Than Ever.

Multiple large diameter conductors are quick and easy to install with Pelco’s Astro-Brac Atlas.

1. The Astro-Brac Atlas features a two-piece clamp that is similar to our superior Stellar clamping method. Stainless steel hardware included.

2. Articulating joint allows for installation flexibility without potentially damaging cables.

3. Easily holds two (2) 5/8" diameter conductors or optional configurations of smaller conductors, the Astro-Brac Atlas is made for today’s control devices.

4. The Astro-Brac Atlas Series, like the entire Astro-Brac family, is so versatile, it can be mounted to mast arms and poles ranging in size from 4”-18” diameter.

5. Available as a tenon or cable mount. The Astro-Brac Atlas is fitted with tenon or flexible cable for fast installation and can rotate 360˚ around a mast arm or pole.

6. UV-resistant cover allows for easier wiring during installation.

7. New UV-resistant snap-in large capacity insert and tube closure cover cap installs securely and easily.

8. Lower arm has an enlarged protective cover preventing the necessity of dramatic bends in the cable.

AS-0150 (all models Patent Pending)
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Traffic mounting solutions have never been so easy—Order the Astro-Brac Atlas today!

Pelco’s Astro-Brac Atlas Large Capacity Mounting System is made to the same quality and attention to detail as the traditional Astro-Brac Mounting System.

Here are some other great features of the Astro-Brac Atlas:

- Installs in minutes, saving time and man-hours
- Conceals large diameter conductors
- 4-Way adjustability
- Stainless steel hardware
- Minimal standard tools to install and adjust
- Cable or tenon mount
- Versatile, secure mounting method

Ideal mounting system for a variety of:

- Traffic signals- 3, 4 and 5 section
- Cameras
- Signs
- Antennas
- Sensors
- And more!

Double your cable capacity and make wiring and installation easier!

Install an Astro-Brac Atlas on your next project.

For more information, visit: Pelcoinc.com or contact Pelco Products, Inc. at 405-340-3434.